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Wednesday, October 3, 2012
Yup. That definitely tasted
purple!
-Lulu, LoL

Campus News
Briefs
by Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

Psychology Professor Startled
to Learn Tech has a Career
Fair
Michigan Tech’s psychology
departments was astonished
to learn last Tuesday that the
school hosts a career fair. Perhaps because companies are
never looking for psych majors,
they never had reason to know
of its existence before. Several
shell-shocked instructors had
to attend a counseling and
wellness session hosted by
the visual and performing arts
department, who are wellversed in dealing with what
they call Career Fair Heartbreak
Syndrome. The psych departments is expected to make a
full recovery, but it will take
some time, officials say.
Bashful Northern Lights Embarrassed by Gawkers
Mother Nature’s drop-dead
gorgeous daughter, miss Aurora Borealis, has shyly asked that
all the “weird guys (and girls)
of Michigan Tech please stop
see Foot on back

The Great Space Debates, Pt. 3
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

This week on the campaign trail, Barack
and Mitt will be visiting the biggest,
baddest planet in the solar system –
Jupiter! With more moons than I care
to list and a gravitational pull that will
ruin your day, our candidates will have
to make big promises in order to win
the vote of the beings potentially living
there.
“Before either of us utters a derogatory
word against the other,” spoke Obama
solemnly, “I’d like to take a moment
of silence for the Galileo spacecraft,
who fatally plunged into Jupiter’s atmosphere in the name of science just
over 9 years ago.” Both Obama and
Romney then bowed their heads as
an American flag, NASA emblem, and
Galileo mission patch were hoisted up
a Ganymedian flagpole.
Inside their intergalactic campaignmobiles, Romney shed an American
tear for his fallen comrade. Unfortunately, the A/C unit was malfunctioning
and did not extract the moisture quick
enough, causing his cockpit windows
to fog up. Frustrated, Romney shouted,
“If only there a way to open these windows and vent this stuffy air! It’s a real
problem.”

Back at basecamp on Cape Canaveral,
Romney’s running mate Paul Ryan desperately urged his boss not to open
the window or their campaign would
be done for. “Romneyman, I know it’s
annoying but you’re going to have to
make it through this. Grab a squeegee
or something, it’ll be okay. The last
thing we need is you polluting the surface of Europa with your bacteria. That
would pretty much end any chance of
claiming the Jovian system or Montana
come November.” Mitt sighed reluctantly and pulled a ShamWow out of
the glove compartment.
Taking advantage of Romney’s campaign tailspin, Obama sent his message
raining down throughout the system
like Io’s volcanic effluent upon the
heads of those living there. “I promise
to never limit early or absentee voting
for Near or Farside Europan civilizations, as we are currently not allowed
to land there with polling machines. I
also promise to fund a nature preserve
to protect the Great Red Spot so that
future amateur astronomers will have
something to look at from Earth.”
“That’s hippie talk,” Romney blasted
back. “Next thing you know, Obama

see Mouth on back

I wonder what percent of people actually
got interviews. 50% 40%? 30%? 0% if
you’re a liberal arts? OTS here I come!

The Steaming Pile

Straight from You-Know-Where!

Things We Accidentally Said to a Career Fair Rep
Hey, didn’t we get drunk toCan you help me itch my balls?
gether last night?
What hotel are you staying at?
Hey! I think I’ve met your wife
You must have quite the jungle.
How old is your daughter?
Do you guys offer manscaping?
Taking the Twins out for a stroll? I’m not actually going to have to
What’s your workplace policy
use excel, am i?
on concealed carry?
Workplace policy on porn?
Do my benefits include you?
Does your health care plan
What do you drug test for in
cover sex changes?
specific?
Do we really have to disclose
Can I use someone else’s urine?
office relationships?
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR BUSIHow “hands on” is you HR
NESS MAJORS?
department?
Do you have company branded
Does this handkerchief smell
condoms to give away
like chloroform to you?
Usually, I’m not naked
Well, this is an awkward boner.
Do you guys, like, take business
Do you need any janitors?
trips to Amsterdam
Hi, I’m an English major.
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Buy One Medium Pizza, Get
Another Medium for Half Price!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

Filmboard
Presents:

“Pssh, don’t be so negative Barack. If
my campaign’s predictions turn out to
be true and there is a giant diamond
at Jupiter’s core, the U.S. should be
poised to exploit it at all costs. Lucy,
here we come!”
from Foot on front

ogling me like that.” Ms. Borealis conThe
fessed in a tearful interview that it’s so
Amazing
difficult for her to ever go out on dates
Spider-man with her beau, the Man in the Moon,
Friday: 5:30,
when they are always followed by pa8:30, 11:30 PM
parazzi. “I just wish people would stop
Saturday: 5:30, drooling over me, and following me all
8:30, 11:30 PM
across the Keweenaw! Please... please
just leave me alone.” The students of
Michigan Tech haven’t been responsive,
however, noting that she is “simply too
Jon ‘Big O’ Mahan
Cameron Long
beautiful not to chase after.”
Alec Hamer

Football!

SEARCHER

Brought to you by Jeanine Chmielewski

STEER

In Cooperation with USG,
The Daily Bull would like
to inform you that Tomorrow, Thursday the 4th, the
back side of the Bull will
be a real, LEGAL form of a
Voter Registration form for
Michigan Voters. If you are
not a registered voter for
Michigan, then now would
be your chance! Voting is a
right, and a responsibility.

from Mouth on front

will want to protect all of the Pacific
Ocean from urinating sailors! We
should keep the Great Red Spot open
to resource extraction and commercial development. That means more
jobs and a healed economy!” Rather
than deny these remarks, Obama simply pointed out that the Great Red
Spot is many times larger than the
Earth and that it is unlikely an oil platform would be visible through a telescope anyway.
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RA Written Up For Not Writing Up
Enough Residents
That one really cool RA in DHH was
recently written up by that one really
bitchy RA for not writing up enough students. Minor offenses in like noise violations,
taping things to whiteboards, dining hall trays in rooms, and late-night sexcapades
have “gone by under the radar” because the hall’s boss is what residents call “awesome.” Housing director Travis “TLP” Pierce told the Bull that the RA was turned in on
Tuesday afternoon. In his internal memo, “Writing up RA’s for not writing up enough
write ups,” Pierce explained that rules are “necessary” to keeping life in the dorms
peaceful. The RA has since been replaced by a robot that spits out citations for
everything from “dubstep ruckus after 1 am” to “saying dorm instead of residence
hall.” Students have been fleeing DHH en masse, quietly taking refuge in small protective colonies in East McNair.
Legal: “I was told Tech wasn’t a hard school!”
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First-year student Carrieanne Miller is threatening to bring suit against the University
because she has, in these first several weeks, been dumbfounded by how “hard”
of a school Michigan Tech is. “I thought this place was supposed to be easy! I mean,
there wasn’t even an essay on the application! What the FUCK!?” Miller insisted that
being expected to “write and read in Perspectives” is an unfair surprise for students
who “thought they were going to do ENGINEERING ALL THE TIME not all this WRITING.” Several other incensed freshmen stood by Miller, bitching and moaning about
500-word reflective papers and the occasional movie analysis taking time away
from their valuable calc homework. A war-weary fifth-year Chem Eng student wrote
to the Bull, saying, “I just wish I could get this message to those angry freshmen: in
three years, you’re going to bitterly wish you could take an easy HASS credit. Cherish it while it lasts, babies... cherish it while it lasts.”

